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A. Lange & Söhne
During 

and after Günter.

Breguet
History intact. 

Cartier
Elegance in all prices.

de Bethune
The contemporary classic.

Girard-
Perregaux

The classic in expectation 
of boldness. 

Hublot
With Biver it has become 

the evidence of today.

MB&F
A group of friends 

with me among them; 
it allows to enjoy ourselves 

with adult toys.

Officine Panerai
I started the brand before 

Richemont bought it. 
It has become an 

institutional triumph.

Patek Philippe
The invention of 

watchmaking investment. 
At times, a bit too much.

Rolex
A success of industrial luxury.

Swatch
Hayek’s stroke of genius.

TAG Heuer
Sports, sports, 

sports and still sports.

URWERK
Mechanical poetry with an air 
of ‘60s science fiction comics 

and supreme boldness.

Van Cleef 
& Arpels

And the poetry on top. 

Vacheron 
Constantin

Classic, historic and efficient. 

Zenith
It has finally returned to the 
path it should have never left. 

Aurel Bacs
A real professional. 

Biver 
Jean-Claude

A Genius that works more 
than everyone else. 

Cologni Franco 
An expert in permanent rage. 

I have been a fan forever 
– because he is right.

Dufour 
Jean-Frédéric

An outstanding worker, always 
with a smile, he will get there. 

Emch Manuel
Imagination in the service 

of watchmaking. 

Fornas Bernard
The quiet power.

Genta Gérald
I started out with him. 

A true gentleman of the trade.

Mille Richard
I was his partner during the first 

5 years. Doubt is a word 
he ignores, and a permanent 

smile is his rule of life.

Nataf Thierry
Who?

Osvaldo Patrizzi
He invented 
watch sales.

(de) Quercize 
Stanislas

A gentleman and a hard worker. 

Silberstein Alain
The professor! 

Sirmakes Vartan
A businessman.

Urquhart 
Stephen

We worked together for years 
on Audemars Piguet; 

a man that makes fast decisions; 
it feels good. .

Vianney Halter
A good watchmaker but complex 

because he is fanciful. 

Zanetta David
Pure truculence with 

a style out of the ordinary. 
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Auction
Often the redistribution of what has taken 
one person a long time to bring together.

Brand Shop
It’s the trend.

Collector
A nice pathology with not so serious side effects.

DLC (Diamond Like Carbon)
Much better resistance than with PVD

E-shop (selling new watches)
Fine for casual watches.

Fake watches
…For fake people ! 

Grand Prix d’Horlogerie de Genève
There will always be a lack of brands.

Hand Made
The magic of man in watchmaking.

In-house
It is more difficult, but it has to work.

Jewellery watch
I like them better for women.

Kitsch
At times there is something nice about it. 

Limited edition
It is not enough to make a success.

Manufacture
It’s not always enough…

Nautilus (of Patek Philippe)
Another success of Gérald Genta, whom we all miss so much, 
and who was bold enough to break the codes even back then. 

Oscillations/hour
Which proves that a watch can be more sought after than a car.

Parallel market
It exists in all trades…

Quartz
More precision, but less emotion.

Retailer
Fewer and fewer in the coming years. 

Swiss Made
Evident. 

Tourbillon
The visual magic of watchmaking mechanics. 

Ultra thin
A soothing classic.

Valjoux 7750
Always the tractor of modern times.

Watch
Life is precious, our watch bears witness. 

XL size watches
Not for everybody. 

YouTube
It can sometimes help us understand things better than would a mere photo.

Zirconium
Beautiful colour, beautiful resistance.
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